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Abstract Motion capture systems usually work in conjunction with complex 3D applications, such as 3D Studio Max by Kinetix or Maya by Alias/Wavefront. Once models have been created in these applications, motion capture systems provide the necessary data input to animate these models. The context of this paper introduces a simple motion capture system, which is integrated into a web-based application, thus allowing HANIM humanoids to be animated using VRML and JAVA. Since Web browser/VRML plugin context is commonly available on computers, the presented motion capture application is easy to use on any platform. Taking benefit of a standard language as VRML makes the exploitation of produced animation easier than other commercial application with their specific formats. CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodologies and Techniques – Standards, I.3.4 [Computer Graphics]: Graphics Utilities – Application packages, I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism - Virtual reality. Keywords: VRML, Java, HANIM, Virtual Humans Animation.



1. THE WEB SYSTEM



HUMAN



Further, the top level of the application is an applet based on the WHD library. The applet generates a pointer to the VRML browser and then launches the WHD managers.



DIRECTOR



Web Human Director (WHD) [1] is a JAVA application constructing an entire VRML scene that includes HANIM humanoids. It uses a standard VRML plugin to display a virtual scene. As in a general 3D modeling application, it is possible to load objects and edit them by manipulating scale, position and orientation. Via WHD’s interface, HANIM bodies [2] can be inserted into the scene and animated through a set of plugins (Figure 1). As it is based on JAVA and a standard Web browser/VRML plugin, it can run on any platform without further changes, including SGI machines with system 6.5. The WHD system will be briefly presented in the following chapters.



1.1 1.1.1



WHD Overview Brief Description



WHD is highly configurable. The core of this application has a scene management engine, as well as a humanoids management engine (Figure 2).



Figure 1: A WHD session (featuring three real-time deformed bodies [3], the walking motor plugin and the interactive plugin): the Lausanne subway (see color page). Through the scene manager engine, the user can add objects to the world. HANIM bodies are loaded and manipulated through the humanoids manager engine. To animate these virtual humans, a humanoid animation context (HAC) is created for each one of them. It is then possible, as well as very easy, to create a VRML world that is populated with virtual humans using the HANIM standard (Figure 1). These humanoids can be controlled through plugins written by the user, as explained in the following section.
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Figure 2: The WHD system overview.



1.1.2



The WHD plugin interface



The main task of WHD is to manage HANIM humanoids in a VRML scene. The virtual human manager of WHD is based on a plugin system that permits additional functionality for controlling HANIM humanoids. A set of default plugins enables a walking motor, a manual editor (joint by joint), a MPEG4 player [6] (based on BAP ASCII format [7]), a motion capture controller (see below), and a motion capture player. These plugins can be replaced and/or new plugins added. Changes in the plugin list are taken into account each time a new WHD session is launched. Joints List - checked at each plugin activation



Plugin name Joint values linked to joints list



Humanoid Animation Context (HAC)



A WHD Plugin



Any access to HANIM 1.1 compliant bodies [2] is made via the EAIHuman generic library [4]. It retrieves pointers to any object in the body hierarchy, including Joints, Segments, and Sites prototypes [2]. In this fashion, joint values are obtained and updated. The current version of the EAIHuman library is linked to a VRML implementation of the HANIM specification. Through a ‘VRML-free’ version, HANIM 1.1 hierarchy can be built from any JAVA application. As the entire WHD system is based on this library to control virtual humans, it implies that WHD can work outside a Web/VRML context. As WHD instantiates dynamically JAVA classes (animation plugin) that are written elsewhere, this dynamic version can not be directly used from the Web due to security reason. It has to be installed locally in order to get an authorization for creating all plugins. However, it is possible to create a static version of WHD, including the plugins at the compilation level. More plugins cannot be added, but this static version works on the Web, as does a normal applet (including restrictions concerning the local file system). A plugin is required to be a thread that can be started and stopped through the plugin interface. This functionality is very important in order to disable a plugin not involved in a current animation. It also unloads the CPU from computing joint values that are in use. A more precise description will be made in the following section.



1.2 1.2.1



HANIM Humanoids Control The Human Animation Context



When a humanoid is added to a scene, a humanoid animation context (HAC) is created and associated with this virtual human. All registered animation plugins, taking partial or full control of humanoids, are grouped under this HAC. The HAC is in charge of collecting updates coming from each active animation plugin. In order to produce a final animation, these updates are mixed and sent to the VRML scene (Figure 4). A specific panel associated with each HAC provides an on/off switch to the plugin, minimizing the load of the machine. The same panel includes options specifying the mixing of data by the HAC. Based on a previous work [8] proposing a solution for mixing animation, options are:



Start/Stop HANIM Human External HANIM Humans



Environment Variables extracted from Applet parameters



Figure 3: The WHD plugin interface An interface was defined to establish a connection between a plugin and the main application (WHD) via the HAC (Humanoid Animation Context) (Figure 3). By implementing functions into this interface, a plugin becomes vital to the animation process. Each plugin sends new values that update the associated body positions. In this process, there also are additional functions that communicate information related to the VRML world, and are accessible to the plugin. The plugins are cognitive of all individual bodies in the world. Because of this recognition, an interaction is authorized. The plugin accesses the actual humanoid position and current posture data in order to enable gesture recognition, for example.



Default: the input from the plugin is accepted only if no other plugin is accessing a common set of joints Weight: from 0% to 100% using the slider at the bottom of the panel (labeled Weight). If set to 0%, the action will appear as soon as no other plugin accesses a common set of joints. If set to 100%, action of plugins with a common set of joints will disappear. Exclusive : stops all other plugins that intersect with the joint list of this action. Absolute: stops all other plugins even if there is no intersection with the joint list of this action.



The stated options define the plugin priority. The Transition slider determines, when a plugin is activated, the length of time it takes to reach the entire priority of a plugin. Upon deactivation of the plugin this process occurs in reverse order. To communicate with its HAC, the plugin has to maintain an up-todate list of joint names with their corresponding values. The HAC receives new values from the plugin and matches them with the joint list. This described functionality is part of the plugin interface necessary to the implementation (Figure 3). The identification of a plugin by its name is requested when the application is launched. In addition to the joint updates, the interface controls the plugin in a precise manner. The HAC starts or stops the plugin besides keeping an exact record of the HANIM bodies in the scene. These records are distributed to all plugins and serve, as a reference to get information when needed (Figure 4, label 2). For example, cause and effect reactions can be established between HANIM humans.



The connection with the system is made through the network, using a specific communication protocol defined by Ascension Technology [11]. A JAVA library was developed to manage the connection and communication with MotionStar. The WHD plugin in charge of the motion capture is based on this library. In order to collect data (position and/or orientation coded as quaternion or even matrices), the format transmitted by the device can be chosen for each sensor. Position and orientation data can be collected separately or at the same time. There are two ways to collect data: - on-request mode: the application requests a new set of data. - stream mode: the MotionStar sends data regularly at a specified rate. The WHD motion capture plugin uses the second mode. The UI of the motion capture plugin does not include all functionalities of the MotionStar JAVA library. The default settings are: - Data format includes position and orientation (quaternion). - The rate is set to 86Hz (default MotionStar rate). - Default mode is the stream mode that avoids delays when retrieving data.
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These default settings simplify motion capture UI as it is described in section 2.2.
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2.1.2 3b
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Calibration



The calibration performs the match between the stand-by position of the actor (who is wearing the magnetic sensors) and the virtual HANIM body in its standard stand-by position [2]. It computes the correspondence between the initial orientation of each sensor and the default null-orientation of each HANIM body part. The calibration process is done at once. By comparison, commercial motion capture systems integrating 3D applications such as Maya [19] go through a much more complicated calibration process. Although a similar method as described in [12], there are fewer constraints in the HANIM human models. The actor wearing the sensors has to adopt the standard stand-by position that is identical to the HANIM stand-by position (Figure 5). The coordinate position of the actor is facing positive x with his/her left side in positive y.



Ouput : Joints updates sent to the humanoid animation context (HAC) by each animation plugin Reference : each plugin has a list of references to other humanoids in the scene maintained by the Humanoids manager Out put : the VRML HANIM humanoid file Input : a pointer to the created HANIM humanoid (EAIHuman library) Out put : initial pointer to the associated HANIM humanoid (EAIHuman library) Output : the final animation result of the combination of each plugin action Input : data on humanoid current position



Figure 4: The humanoids management.



2. MOTION CAPTURE SYSTEM 2.1 2.1.1



Method The MotionStar device



The Ascension Technology MotionStar device is based on magnetic sensors moving in a magnetic field around their source. Orientation and position data is acquired through the sensors within their magnetic field. (2.4 meters around the magnetic field source). The ‘static accuracy position’ is about 0.3 inch RMS at 5-ft range, and 0.6 inch RMS at 10-ft range. The ‘static accuracy orientation’ is 0.5° RMS at 5-ft range, and 1.0° RMS at 10-ft range [10].



Figure 5: Two HANIM bodies in the stand-by position.



Equation 2 can be used if the body is represented as a flat scene graph (global transformation), but not if the body is constructed as a hierarchy, as the case is in the HANIM specification. The orientation is computed by retrieving data from the joint parent (local transformation). For this reason, the body hierarchy is passed through from the top down to compute a new posture. The final orientation matrix is given by and illustrated in Figure 8.
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Equation 3: final orientation applied to body part n. RIGHT_FOOT
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Figure 6: The 15 sensors location



Final Relative Transformation



InitMat= VRMLtoMS⋅ Sensor⋅ MStoVRML⋅VRMLtoBodyPart = VRMLtoMS⋅ Sensor⋅ MStoVRML 0
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Equation 1: Calibration matrices (row matrices), time t=0 for sensor n. with : - VRMLToMS : The matrix from VRML frame to Motion Star frame. - MSToVRML : The matrix from the Motion Star frame to VRML frame. - Sensor : The current transformation of the nth magnetic sensor when calibration is made (time t=0).
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The orientation of the sensors is recorded and generates initial calibration matrices that are used for the animation. Each calibration matrix is computed as explained in Equation 1 corresponding to the situation shown in Figure 7. Only orientation data is needed. No transformation matrix is necessary between the main VRML frame and the local frame of the body part, because of the matching orientation between both frames (Null orientation from the main frame to any frame of any joint, VRMLtoBodyPart = Identity). MotionStar
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Figure 7: The calibration matrix InitMati for the sensor i. The matrices are incorporated when computing the orientation in real-time mode and in recording mode (for the nth magnetic sensor):
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Equation 2: global orientation computation for body part n at time t (row matrices).
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Figure 8: The local transformation. To animate the full body, it is not necessary to include all sensors (full number of sensors is 15, see Figure 6). Any number of sensors can be used. It is possible to control only the left arm with magnetic sensors while the rest of the body is animated using a recorded animation (through the motion capture player for example). The calibration system operates without a required minimum of sensors pertaining to a fixed placement. A common problem when animating a virtual human from captured data is the matching of size between actor and virtual human. The problem accumulates around global positioning not necessarily around the virtual human, given that the virtual human has human proportions. Using a virtual body with nonhuman proportions poses a problem more difficult to solve. The global displacement of the virtual body is based on the movement of the actor. Therefore movements translate according to the actors size. If the virtual body has not the same dimension as the actor, it causes inaccurate global movements in the virtual human. An automatic adjustment circumvents this problem by computing the length of the legs of both, the virtual and real body, and setting them in relation to their body proportion. The key for the computation of the legs in the virtual body is the position of the sacroiliac joint. For the actor, the key positions of the sensors are the HUMAN_ROOT and the LEFT_FOOT (Figure 6). The computed lengths of the virtual and real legs are related to each other, and used to adjust the global displacement of the virtual body.



2.2



MotionStar Plugin



This plugin is written on top of a JAVA library that ensures the low-level communication with the MotionStar system. The application is linked to the motion capture device through a network link. After the connection is made, a number of active sensors is chosen and assigned to the same number of body parts



(Figure 9). Subsequently, the calibration is performed as mentioned in the previous section. Motion Star
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Figure 9: The motion capture interface. Motion Capture Player



Once all of the above steps have been taken, the plugin can be activated, animating the virtual body. In real-time mode, values coming from MotionStar are not buffered: the last sample read, is the one used for updating the virtual body position (Figure 10). Other samples coming in from MotionStar during the update are ignored and lost. In recording mode, no updates are sent out and the data received by MotionStar is buffered, therefore nothing is lost (Figure 11). The default setting records the data in a compressed and proprietary format. At the same time, data can be recorded joint by joint and saved in the gnuplot format [9]. This format allows the user to examine curves of individual joints chosen from a list (Figure 9). Rough data coming from MotionStar, as well as computed data, are saved in the gnuplot format. As an option, the recorded data can be saved as VRML using the Interpolator node [5]. Thus saved, the data can be reused on any generic HANIM body in a VRML scene.



VRML Plugin



Figure 11: Record mode.



2.3



Player Plugin



This plugin is able to play motion capture sequences saved with the motion capture plugin. An animation file can be recovered from the local file system or from a website. The version of the file format, the rate, and number of frames are displayed in the UI (Figure 12). Playback can be performed in slow motion mode taking into account all frames, or in normal motion mode displaying the frames needed to reach 30Hz. The animation of the player can be composed with live performance from the motion capture plugin, since mixing two plugins is a standard procedure.
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Figure 12: The motion capture player interface.



3. DISCUSSION 3.1



VRML Plugin



Figure 10: Real-time mode.



Results



We have demonstrated that, by using a standard Web browser with a VRML plugin, it is possible to perform a complex task such real-time animation based on motion capture. Resulting animation can be applied to any kind of HANIM 1.1 compliant humanoids within a WHD session or externally in a stand-alone VRML world.



The WHD application provides an opportunity for testing communication between a JAVA application and a VRML plugin through the EAI. This two-way communication does not have equal efficiency. Sending data from the JAVA application to the VRML browser is more efficient, since it does not relate to the number of humanoids in the VRML scene, or the complexity of the animation. (implying a partial or full set of joints). On the other hand, the communication from the VRML browser to the JAVA application varies according to the number of animated bodies in the scene. This way of communication derives pointers from the different parts of the hierarchy for each HANIM body (this is a function of the [4] library). The time needed to complete this task is obviously linked to the complexity of the body (e.g. number of nodes to retrieve). Further, more time is also relevant to the activity of the data being sent from the JAVA application to the VRML browser. This problem was observed under WorldView 2.1 and CosmoPlayer.



As long as virtual bodies keep human proportions in their body parts, a recorded animation can be accurately applied to any HANIM human (Figure 14).



If the problem were linked to the complexity of the scene being displayed, both ways of communication would be slow. Currently, as described above, the first communication mentioned remains constant, whereas the second way of communication slows down incrementally. To confront this problem ahead of time, the virtual bodies need to be loaded at the beginning, before the assignment of animations, through the activation of plugin. Within WorldView 2.1 with IE5



Baxter [13] (47 joints, 16 segments, 5 viewpoints)



Loading time Loading time when a full animation is running
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Figure 13: Needed time to get references on a body using the EAI interface on a PII bi-processor 450Mhz. The accuracy of body part movements is mainly dependent on the calibration phase. Some available HANIM bodies are not exactly in the specified stand-by position [14][15], thus the actor has to adapt to that position by default. Posture differences do arise by intersecting body parts. Dedication to the calibration process minimizes differences of virtual and real postures while using the motion capture module. On Figure 15, you can see real-time session with a picture of the actor and the corresponding virtual body, within WHD.



Figure 14: A recorded animation applied to HANIM compliant bodies (Baxter [13], Dork [14], Ken [16] and Marvin [15]) using the motion capture player (see color page).



Figure 15: Examples of real-time animation (see color page).



3.2



Future Work



Important additional work will be performed by adding the multijoint notion and was first described [12]. It consists of controlling the orientation of several joints with only one magnetic sensor. This is mainly useful for the spine to obtain acceptable torso deformation. Adopting the multi-joints methodology will allow rotation with in-between joints by interpolation. The multi-joints technology increases the position accuracy of the virtual body. In the case of a real-time deformed body, it enhances the continuity of the deformed surface. To complete the animation of virtual bodies through motion capture, an additional plugin can be in charge of the Dataglove (hands motion capture), thus animating the hands at the same time. Concerning the body fitting described in the previous section, there is no real-time solution for this problem [18][17]. An additional WHD plugin can be written that receives a recorded animation as input and adapts it to its associated body. Here, information on the body of the actor can be added to prerecorded animation and saved in the WHD format in order to be used in this specific task. A network layer can be added. This creates an opportunity for any kind of live performance on the web including virtual humans using HANIM standard. One user can be the equivalent of a theater director and other connected users can take the role of spectators or assistants given that they were asked by the director to add a new virtual human that they then take charge of.
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Figure 16: A WHD session (featuring three real-time deformed bodies [3], the walking motor plugin and the interactive plugin): the Lausanne subway.



Figure 17: Examples of real-time animation.



Figure 18: A recorded animation applied to HANIM compliant bodies (Baxter [13], Dork [14], Ken [16] and Marvin[15]) using the motion capture player.
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